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1. Introduction and theorems 1) 
Let X =Xn and Z =Zn be differentiable manifolds of class oeo, and of 
dimension indicated by the upper index. E =EN is the euclidean space. 
A .differentiable mapping of class 0"', IX> 1, f : X -+ Z with jacobian 
=1= 0, is called a 0'"-immersion of X in Z. Iff is moreover topological, then 
f is called a 0"'-imbedding of X in Z. It has the property that no point 
x EX has a neighborhood U, x C U C X such that f(x) eZ is limitpoint 
of f(X- U). If moreover f(X) is closed in Z, then the imbedding is called 
a closed imbedding. A ceo-manifold Z with a positive definit quadratic 
ceo-differential-form ds} is called a Riemannian ceo-manifold. The form 
determines a metric on Z, which we will call the Riemannian metric ds}. 
Any 0"'-imbedding f : X -+ Z induces a dual mapping of the Oil-functions 
fJ<IX and Oll-1-differential forms etc. in Z, into the family of those on X. 
In particular a metric ds} has an image f*ds}, a positive definit quadratic 
differential form on X, which determines the socalled Riemannian metric 
induced by the imbedding. 
Now let X and Z both carry Riemannian metrics, dsi and dsj. Then 
a 0"'-imbedding f : X -+ Z is called 
0"'-isometric if t* ds'i=dsJ.: 
short if f* dsj:;o;;;dsi 
shortable if f* ds2 <K ds2 Z X• 0 < K a constant 
uniformly essentially 
short (u.e. short.) if f* ds}<K:dsJ.: and O<K < 1. 
In the last inequalities dsi and f* dsj should be considered as real 
functions on the space of all (contravariant) tangentvectors of X. 
Given Riemannian manifolds (Xn, dsi) and (ZN, dsj), the question 
arises whether there exists a 0'"-isometric or a 0"'-short imbedding 
f : X -+ Z. The answer may be no for different reasons: 
a. Firstly there may be purely topological obstructions: The projective 
plane cannot be imbedded topologically in E 3 and so the elliptic plane 
1) This paper was completed while the author was on leave and a guest of the 
Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule at Ziirich. 
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with the same topological structure cannot be isometrically imbedded 
in E 3• 
b. Secondly the 0"'-structure of the manifold may produce an obstruction 
not yet given by the topological structure. JOHN MILNOR constructed an 
analytic structure on the topological 7 -sphere which cannot be 0 1-imbedded 
in E 8 [1]. 
c. Thirdly a 0 3-isometric imbedding may be impossible because the 
curvature properties form a local obstruction. In particular an Xn for 
which any 2-direction at any point of some neighborhood has negative 
Gauss curvature cannot 0 3-isometrically be imbedded in E 211- 2• 
d. Fourthly a 0 3-isometric imbedding may be impossible for global 
isometric reasons. For example (ToMPKINS) the locally euclidean torus 
with coordinates q; and "P modulo 2:n, and metric dq;2 +d'!fJ2, cannot be 
0 3-isometrically imbedded in E 3 • 
JoHN NASH showed however that if we allow 0 1-isometric imbeddings, 
that then far more isometric imbeddings are possible [2]. We extended 
his results on 0 1-isometric imbeddings [3]. From our earlier theorems 
and their proofs one can conclude 
Main theorem I. Iff : Xn ~ ZN, N>n, is a uniformly essentially 
short (closed) 0 00-imbedding of (Xn, ds!r) in (ZN, dsj) and s>O, then there 
exists a 0 1-isometric (closed) imbedding f' : Xn ~ ZN such that f(x) and 
f'(x) have a distance <e in ZN for any X E xn. 
Hence with this theorem the problem of the existence of 0 1-isometric 
imbeddings, is reduced to the existence of u.e.-short imbeddings. 
Some applications of the theorem are 
Corollary I a. Any orientable compact surface with Riemannian 
metric can be imbedded 0 1-isometrically in euclidean three-space. 
Corollary I b. The hyperbolic plane has a 0 1-isometric closed 
imbedding in Ea. 
Corollary I c. Let ~ be the n-dimensional elliptic space which 
has a hypersphere with radius u in En+I as metric double covering. 
0 1-isometric imbeddings f : ~; ~ ~~,, ~~ ~ ~~,, and ~~ ~ ~~. exist if and 
only if "> "'. 
Remark: analogous theorems hold for Fubini spaces. (These are 
complex projective spaces with particular homogeneous metrics [4].) 
Proof: If "=u', then a suitable linear subspace of the projective 
and elliptic space ~~ is the required isometric image of ~' N > n. If "> u' 
then this same subspace is a u.e.-short image of the space of the lower 
dimension and the main theorem can be applied. If "< u' and f(x) is 
image of a point under the assumed 0 1-isometric imbedding f, then, in 
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view of the isometry, all other images of other points are contained in 
a solid sphere in ;;; with radius lnu. This implies the existence of a 
homeomorphic image of a real projective space of dimension n in a EN. 
Such images do not exist in the cases mentioned. 
Corollary I d. If there exists a u.e.-short imbedding of (Xn, dsi) 
in EN, then there exists a 0 1-isometric imbedding of (Xn, dsi) in (ZN, dsi) 
for any (ZN, dsi). 
Proof: EN can be imbedded u.e. short in any neighborhood in 
(ZN, dsi). 
In view of this corollary the short imbeddings in euclidean spaces are 
of primary importance. 
Remark: In view of theorem I the conclusion "uniformly essentially 
short" in any of the following theorems can be replaced by "01-isometric". 
In [3] we also showed: 
Theorem Ila. If I : xn-+ EN, N > n , is a 0"'-imbedding IX > l , of a 
compact Riemannian manifold (Xn , dsi) in EN, then a 0 1-isometric imbedding 
in EN exists. 
b. Iff : Xn-+ EN, N;;;.n, is aO"'-imbedding ~X > l of an open Riemannian 
manifold (Xn, dsi) in EN, then a 0 1-isometric imbedding in EN+I exists. 
In § 2 we give a better proof of this theorem. In view of theorem II b 
the question arose whether this theorem would admit an improvement 
implying the superfluousness of the extra dimension. In other words: 
Is the isometry no essential obstruction to any imbedding? This is not 
the case as we show in § 3. 
A Riemannian manifold (X, dsi) is called complete if for any x EX 
and any e ;;;. 0 the set of points in X at distance < e from x, is compact. 
We obtain in § 3: ~ 
Theorem III. There exist Riemannian manifolds Xn and euclidean 
spaces EN, N>n, such that a 0 1-imbedding of Xn in EN exists, but not 
any 0 1-isometric nor even any short imbedding. Examples for (n, N) = (2, 3}, 
( 4, 6} and ( 4, 7), and Xn complete (n, N) = (2, 3) are given. 
On the other hand we prove in § 4: 
Theorem IV. An orientable Riemannian surface (X2, dsi) with a 
finitely generated fundamental group, admits a 0 1-isometric imbedding in E 3 • 
If (X, dsi) is not complete, then clearly any short imbedding f has 
the property that f(X) has (finite) boundary points in E, and f is not a 
closed imbedding in E. Our next problem is to obtain closed short 
imbeddings of complete Riemannian manifolds. The existence of an 
imbedding of Xn in EN implies the existence of a closed imbedding of 
Xn in EN+l ( § 2), but a better result in this respect is in general not possible. 
In § 5 we finally consider closed imbeddings of complete Riemannian 
surfaces and prove: 
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Theorem V. A complete orientable (non-orientable) surface (X2, ds~:) 
with_ a finitely generated fundamental group, has a closed C1-isometric 
imbedding in Ea (E4). 
§ 2. Construction of a short imbedding of xn in EN+l, Proof of theorem II 
Let (Xn, ds1c) be a non-compact Riemannian manifold and let f : Xn-+EN, 
N;;.n, be a C00-imbedding, expressed by N C00-functions ~(x), ... ZN(X) 
of x EX, where ~ .... ZN are orthogonal euclidean-preferred coordinates 
in EN. 
If f(X) is not a bounded subset of E, then we replace the functions 
z,(x) by z;(x) = arctg Zi(x) and get a bounded imbedding. Hence we may 
assume /(X) to be bounded. Let f(X) be the closure in E of f(X) and let 
o{f(X)}, the boundary of /(X}, be the pointset difference /(X)- /(X). The 
euclidean distance in E of any point in /(X) to o{/(X)} is a nonnegative 
continuous function on f(X) which is positive on f(X). We can approximate 
this distance by a function on f(X) which is zero on o{f(X)} and which 
on f(X) is positive and coo. Let the composition of f with this function 
be called zN+a(x). Then the mapping 
/1 : X-+ {~(X}, ... ZN(X), 1, ZN+a(X)} 
is a C00-imbedding of xn in EN+2, 
In passing we observe that central projection with centre (0, ... 0) of 
f1(X) into the hyperplane with equation ZN+2 = 1 yields a closed C00-
imbedding of X in a EN+l: 
(2.1) 
Central projection with centre (0, ... 0) into the hypersphere with equation 
(.~f-11 zl) + (zN+2 - 1 }2 = 1, followed by a central (stereographic) projection 
with centre (0, ... 0, 2) into the hyperplane with equation zN+2 = 0, yields 
a C00-imbedding of Xn in the EN+l with equation ZN+a=O: 
(2.2) 
and with the property that the boundary a{f 3(X)} consists of one point 
(0, ... 0). We want to "pinch" this imbedding in the direction of this point, 
such that a short imbedding is obtained. 
We further restrict our considerations to the EN+l: zN+2=0. Unitvectors 
with origin 0 = (0, ... 0) are denoted by w. Some inner products are w2 = 1 
and wdw=O. Any point in EN+l is represented by a vector rw with r;;.O. 
The euclidean metric is then expressed by ds~= {d(rw)}B= (wdr+rdw)2 = 
=w2dr2 + 2(rdr)(wdw) +r2dw2 
(2.3) ds~=dr2 +r2dw2• 
A C00-mapping of EN+l into EN+l, 
g : rw -+ g(r)w 
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where g(r) is a 0""-function of r;;;. 0 and g(O) = 0, :~ = g' > 0 for r > 0, induces 
a second metric in EN +I, possibly with the exception of the point r = 0: 
The composition 14 = gl3 is a 0"'-imbedding of X with the same indicated 
properties as 13 , but which we want to be uniformly essentially short. 
We will obtain: 
(2.4) 
(r, g(r), dg ect. are considered as functions etc. on X in this formula, in 
accordance with the usual convention in differential-geometry, often to 
omit notations for the duals of mappings). In order to secure that 14 be 
short, we first choose a 0""-function 
(2.5) g'(r)=h(r), r;;;.O, 
with the properties 
(2.6) 
The maximum is taken over all tangent vectors of X at all points for 
which r=r0• As the expression is homogeneous of degree zero in vectors, 
we can equally well take the maximum over the compact set of all 
unittangentvectors at points for which r=r0 • Hence the maximum exists 
and is positiv. 
If this maximum is bounded uniformly for all r0 > 0, then a simple 
geometrical multiplication g(r) =A.-1r with A. a constant greater then the 
bound suffices to make I 4 short. This method also takes care of theorem II a. 
So let us now assume the maximum is not bounded for r0 > 0. Then h(O) = 0. 
Next we define 
" r (2.7) g(r) = I g'(r) dr = I h(r) dr. 
0 0 
As rh'(r);;;.O, it~follows~that 
r r 
(2.8) g(r) <I {h(r) +rh' (r)} dr= I d {rh(r)} = r h(r). 
0 0 
And 
(2.9) 
This together with (2.6) yields the required (2.4) and in view of theorem I, 
theorem II b. 
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§ 3. The property short as an obstruction to imbeddings 
Example 1. (n= 2, N = 3). Let Y be the elliptic plane which has the 
metric unitsphere in E 3 as two-fold metric covering. X, the complement 
Y- y of a point y in this plane, is C00-equivalent to a Moebiusstrip and 
admits a differentiable imbedding fin E 3• Now assume that this imbedding 
is moreover short. 
Then it is certainly bounded in E 3• Let z be a point of the boundary 
of(X) in E 3• Let x be a point of X at distance <is from y. Then f(x) has 
a distance <is from z. By virtue of the shortness of f the images of all 
points of X at distance <ls from y, then have a distance <ls+is=s 
from z. This holds for any s > 0. Hence z is the only point of(M) has. 
The closure f(X) is then a homeomorphic image in E 3 of a projective plane. 
This however is known not to exist. 
Example 2. (n=4, N=6). Let P 2(C) be the projective plane over 
the complex numbers and let Y be the same together with any Riemannian 
metric. The complement X of a point y E Y with the metric taken from Y 
does not admit a short imbedding in E 6, because as above this would 
imply the existence of a homeomorphic image of P 2(C) in E 6• The last 
does not exist because the Stiefel-Whitney class W2(P2(C)) is not zero. 
The space X however is C00-equivalent to a fibre bundle with base space 
the two-sphere 8 2 =P1(C) and fibre a 2-plane that is a twodimensional real 
vectorspace. Any such fibre bundle can be imbedded in E 6• The imbedding 
is obtained as follows. The normal bundle of a 2-sphere 8 2 C E3 C E6 in 
Ea is the product bundle, and, for a C00-2-sphere in E 3 , some neighbor-
hood of 8 2 is C00-equivalent with the product bundle 8 2 X E 4• Any 2-plane 
bundle 1 ) over 8 2 is induced by a mapping into the Grassmann manifold 
G(2, 4), the space of 2-planes in a 4-plane, basis of the 2-plane fibre bundle 
B(G(2, 4)) with projection p, which by definition is contained in the product 
bundle G(2, 4} X E4, and such that p-1(g) C g X E 4• If 7: : 8 2 --+ G(2, 4) 
is the relevant mapping for X, then p-1r82 C 8 2 X E 4 is differentiably 
equivalent with X and defines the imbedding of X in E 6• 
8 2 XE4 C G(2,4) xE4 
u u 
.. 
X--+ r(X) C B(G(2,4}) 
t11 t 11 tP 
.. 
82--+ r(82) C G(2,4) 
Example 3. Analogously a third example can be constructed from 
the knowledge that P 4(R) cannot be topologically imbedded in E 7, whereas 
X= P 4(R) minus one point, which is a l-plane bundle over P 3(R), can 
be imbedded in E 7. To that effect one imbeds P 3(R) C E 5 C E7 and observes 
1) A k-plane is a real k-dimensional vectorspace. 
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that the normal bundle is a productbundle. Hence some neighborhood 
of P 3(R) in E 7 is di:fferentiably equivalent to P 3(R) X E 4• Any 1-plane 
bundle over a threedimensional base is however induced by a mapping r 
of the base into the Grassman manifoldG(l, 4) and in this way an imbedding 
X c P 3(R) X E 4 c E1 
is found as in example 2. 
Example 4. Complete Riemannian space X. Let X be the Riemannian 
manifold given in example 1. XC Y, Xu y= Y. Let r be the distance 
of any point of X to y with respect to the given dsi:. There exists a constant 
r0 such that the part {Xjr(x) ..;r0} of X is C00-equivalent with the product-
space of a circle and the interval 0<r..;r0• 
The surface X with the new C00-metric: 
l dsi: for r;;;;:, r0 ds2- [ ( 1 1)] 
- dsi + exp r -ro + r dr2 for 0 < r < r 0 
is easily seen to be a complete Riemannian surface. The part 0<r<r0 
of X can be visualised in E 3 by an infinite trunk with a cross-section circum-
pherence that tends to zero (see fig. 1). 
Fig. 1 
X admits a differentiable imbedding in E 3 as we have seen before. 
A short imbedding is however not possible in this case. Assume f : X--+ E 3 
is such a short imbedding into the euclidean space E 3 : z4 = 1 in E 4 
(coordinates ~' ... z4). The central projection g with centre (0, ... 0) of 
E 3 into the part z4 >0 of the unithypersphere 'It=1 zi= 1 composed with 
the orthogonal projection 
h : (~, z2, Zs, z4)--+ (~, z2, Zs, I) 
into z4 =I, yields a new imbedding /1 = hgf : X--+ E 3, which is also short, 
because no distance increases under hg. However moreover /1(X) is a 
bounded set in E 4• 
Let b be a point in the boundary (Jii{X) and let R be the distance o 
2 Series A 
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any point to b. R is a function in E 3• There exists an e > 0 such that the 
solid sphere of points R..;;;; 4e has no point in common with the image under 
fi of the set M : {xir(x) > r0} with boundary S : {xir(x) = r0}. 
On~ the other hand there exists a point x1 EX with the properties 
a) R(II(x1))<e and b) nr(x1)<e. Put r1 =r(x1). The setS' (a circle with 
circumpherence 2nr1): {xir(x) =r1} therefore has an image II(S') which is 
completely contained in the solid sphere R < 2e. 
Now as X is the Moebiusstrip taken from example 1, then S and S' 
are closed curves on a :Moebiusstrip, homotopic to each other and to twice 
a generator of the fundamental group. Then, as is known, f1(S) and 
II(S') must be linked, in contradiction with the separation e.g. by the 
2-sphere R=3e we just established 1). 
§ 4. Isometric imbedding of orientable surfaces in E 3 
In this §, X is an orientable open C00-surface with Riemannian metric 
and with a finitely generated fundamental group. X is then coo-equivalent 
to an open set of a compact orientable surface Y, and obtained by deleting 
a finite number of points y1, ... Ym E Y. We identify X with this open set. 
In order to get a uniformly essentially short imbedding hence a C1-
isometric imbedding of X in E 3 we start from a C00-imbedding f : Y-+ E 3 
and then delete f(y1), ... f(Ym). Iff is shortable a geometrical multiplication 
suffices. 
Otherwise, we proceed as follows: Let U~c(Y~c), k= 1, ... m, be mutually 
disjoint open neighborhoods in Y of YJc respectively for k= 1, ... m. We 
construct a sequence f1c of imbeddings of X in E 3 such that f1c is shortable 
on the set X n 2}= 1 U~c(YJc). Then fm is shortable on 2:1'= 1 U~c(YJc) n X, and 
of course also on any closed subset of X, hence on X. In each step the 
improvement of the imbedding is obtained in the same way. We restrict 
therefore to the description of the first step. 
Let f(y1) be the origin of an euclidean vectorspace in E 3 and let r and w 
have the same meaning as in § 2. 
As in § 2 we construct a function g(r), however with this difference 
that the condition (2, 6) will only be claimed for a set of values r0 which 
vary between 0 and a, but g(r0 )=r0 will be claimed for all r0 >b. 
The constants O<a<b are chosen such that (the set) 
{xir(x)..;;;b} is contained in U(y1 ) n X. 
The new imbedding f1 =gf :X-+ E 3 is shortable on U(y1) n X. 
The existence of a shortable imbedding being ascertained, theorem IV 
follows from theorem I. 
Remark The same construction can be applied in case we have from 
the beginning a differentiable bounded imbedding f of a Riemannian 
1) I owe this linking-argument to H. FREUDENTHAL. It replaces a more compli-
cated argument I had myself. 
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manifold (Xn, dsl:) in EN, of which the boundary of(X) consist of a finite 
number of points. 
§ 5. The 0 1-isometric closed imbedding of complete Riemannian surfaces 
Let (X, dsl:) be an open two dimensional complete Riemannian surface 
with a finitely generated fundamental group. Then X is differentiably 
equivalent with an open set of a closed differentiable surface Y and the 
boundary of this open set consists of a finite number of points Yv ... Ym· 
We identify X with this part, and have XU y1 u ... U Ym= Y. 
Now we start from a differentiable imbedding f of Y in E 4 with the 
following properties: There are (open) neighborhoods U~c(y~c) such that 
f { U ~c(y~c)} are plane circular discs with radius 1 and centre f(yk) for 
k = l, ... m, all lying in one and the same E 3 C E 4 and on the boundary of 
the convex hull in E 3 of /( Y) n E 3• If X and Y are orientable we more-
over claim that f(Y) C E 3• Such an f clearly exists. 
Starting from /0 = fiX (restricted to X) we will construct a sequence of 
imbeddings /k :X-+ E, k= l, ... m+ l, with the following properties: 
I. /~c(x)= f~c_1(x) for x ¢ U~c(Yk) and k= l, ... m; 
II. /k restricted to the set X- {Uf'=lc+I U;(Y;) n X} is shortable and 
closed in E 4• 
Observe that consequently 
III. /k(x) = / 0(x) for /0(x) ¢ E 3• 
Hence in step k only changes take place as far as U ~c(y~c) n X is concerned 
and all the work is done in E 3 • From the properties I and II it follows 
that fm is closed and shortable on X. Then a geometrical multiplication 
is sufficient to get the required imbedding: 
IV. /m-r1 is uniformly essentially short. 
In order to define the first step we introduce coordinates 21_, z2, z3 in 
E 3 such that f(U(y1)) is defined by (we will write y instead of y1) 
and such that f(y)=(O, 0, 0) and /(X) n E 3 n (Za>O) is void. This last 
assumption is allowed in view of the convexity condition given above. 
In this step the image of U(y) n X will become a set which is contained 
in the part 
and we will deal analogously fork= 2, ... m. Again in view of the convexity-
condition this implies that no intersections of the image of U(y.,) n X 
and its complement in X need be feared under any of the mappings 
f~c,k= 1, ... m. In other words: The successive changes in the imbedding 
do not interfere with each other. As the m steps are analogous, we will 
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only describe the first step leading from lo to lv and our considerations 
will from now on be restricted to the space X1 = U(y) u X. 
In the step we will describe, on one hand we are not allowed to increase 
the length of curves too much, as fids~fds~ must be bounded. On the 
other hand 11 must have the property lim.,-+;:a(f1(x)) = oo, because l1(x1) 
must be closed in E. Therefore we have to work carefully. As a matter 
of fact we recall that the required 11 can only exist due to the completeness 
of X, which implies that lim.,-+ 11 {distance (b, x) in X}=oo for any bE X. 
In E 3 we use "cylindrical coordinates": r = V zr + z~; a variable unit-
vector OJ= OJ(z1, z2) for which rOJ has the orthogonal components ~. z2 ; 
and the coordinate z3 • 
It is our intention to construct functions g(r) and z3(r, OJ):;>O which 
define a mapping 
h : (r, OJ; 0)-+ (r+, OJ+; zt) = (g(r), OJ; Za(r, OJ)), 
such that the composition hi is a closed and shortable imbedding of 
X 1 = U (y1) n X. To that effect we prove: 
Main Lemma ( 5 .I): There exists a real C00-function v(x), X E Xv 
with the following properties: 
a) v(x)=O for any x for which r(x)>0.8. 
b) There exist a sequence of numbers v0 = 0 < v1 < v2 < . . . with the 
properties 
and 
c) 
for any vector at any point x for which v4i+l < v(x) < v4i+4 for some integral i. 
The intervals v4,..;;;v..;;;v4i+l are called bad intervals, the intervals 
v4i+2 . ..;;; v..;;; v4i+3 are called good, the remaining intervals are called mixed. 
Assuming the main lemma true for a moment the shortable imbedding 
11 =hi is obtained as follows. 
We first construct a C00-function Za(V), nondecreasing in v and with 
the following properties. 
(5.I) 
From c) follows 
(5.2) 
on good intervals 
on bad intervals 
0 ,::::: dza ,::::: I for any v 
"""""dv""""" 
z3(0) = 0. 
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Next we construct a C00-monotone pinching function g(r), 0 ;;;;;;r;;;;;; I, as 
in § 4 (and § 2), such that 
(5.3) for r < 0.7 
and 
g(r) =r for r>0.8. 
This goes independent of the construction of z3(v), as we see. 
Then It= hi, where h is the C00-imbedding: 
h : (r, co; 0)-+ (g(r), co; z3(v(r, co))), 
and in view of (5.2) and (5.3) 
j* ds2 dg2 + g2 dw2 + dz2 2.........!!! = 3 < some constant L, for X Ext. dSi dsi 
Then It is shortable on xt. 
Moreover from (5.I) and b) follows that z3(v(r, co)) tends to infinity for 
r -+ 0, hence the restriction of It to Xt is also a closed imbedding. Repeating 
the procedure we obtain a shortable closed imbedding of X and with 
theorem I the C1_isometric imbedding as required in theorem V. 
The rest of the paper deals with the construction of v(x) as required 
in the main lemma. We restrict all considerations to the space Xv and 
we will use the "coordinates" r, co, O<r< I for Xt. We recall that Xt is 
topologically a circular disc with deleted centre. 
For X, x' Ext the distance D(x, x') is the lower bound of the length 
of Ct-curves with endpoints x and x'. If F is a subset of Xv then D(x,F), 
the distance of x and F, is the lower bound of D(x, x') for x' E F. We 
choose a point b on the boundary of X1 : r(b) =I, and we consider the 
function D(b, x). It is a continuous function. Moreover 
Lemma (5.2): Any neighborhood N(x) of a point xEXt, x=Fb, 
contains a point x' such that 
D(b, x')<D(b, x). 
In order to prove this we consider an e, 0 < 3e < D(b, x), such that the 
set of points x' for which D(x, x') < 2e, x' E Xv is contained in N(x). There 
exists aC1-curve from b to x with length <D(b,x) +e. Choose the point x' on 
this curve at arclength 2e from x. Then D(b,x')<D(b,x)+e-2e=D(b,x)-e 
and D(x,x') < 2e hence x' E N(x). x' has the required properties. 
We consider sets {xJD(b, x)>u} and {xJD(b, x)>u} restricting to values 
u > u0 , where u0 is a constant such that 
{xJD(b, x);;;;.u0 } ('l {x'Jr(x')>O, 8}=void. 
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From fig. 2 it may be seen how these sets can look like 
b 
Fig. 2 
Now let X(u) be the component of the open set {xiD(b, x)>u} which 
has the limitpoint y in Y. The boundary oX(u) is by definition 
c(u)=oX(u)=X(u) u y-X(u)uy. 
In view of lemma (5.2) oX(u) contains no inner point of X(u) u y. 
Consequently X(u) u y consists of all inner points of X(u) U y. Next 
suppose X(u) u y is not simply-connected. Then its complement in X1 
has (at least) two components one of which contains b and the other a 
point c' for which D(b, c') .;;;;u. This second component being open it con-
tains according to lemma (5.2) also a point c for which D(b, c)<u. Now 
consider a curve with arclength < u connecting b and c and suppose it 
contains the point d in X(u) U y. Then the arclength from b to d along 
this curve is on one hand < u and on the other hand, as d is contained in 
the set X(u) u y this arclength is ;;;. u. From this contradiction follows 
that X(u) U y is simply connected; hence it is topologically an open disc. 
Also the closure X(u) u y is simply-connected because otherwise its 
complement in X1 u y would consist of more then one components and 
the same reasoning would lead to a contradiction. We have 
Lemma (5.3): The set X(u)Uy is topologically an open disc. It 
consists of the inner points of the set X(u) U y; u;;;.u0 is always assumed. 
Lemma (5.4}: If x E c(u) and x' E c(u') then D(x, x')> lu-u'l· 
Proof: From the definition of x and x' follows 
D(b, x) = u, D(b, x') = u' and D(x, x');;;. ID(b, x)- D(b, x') I= lu-u' I· 
Unfortunately the sets c(u) need not be differentiable curves. Our 
construction of v(x) also requires: 
Lemma (5.5): Let W be a compact 0 00-Riemannian surface with 
distance function D(x, x'), x, x' E W. If W has a boundary we assume 
that W is contained in some open Riemannian surface. Let 'YJ > 0. Then 
there exists a constant e > 0, such that 
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a) If x' and x" belong to the circular disc {xJD(x, x"')<e} C W with 
centre x"' and radius e, then there exists exactly one geodesic in this 
disc, which contains x' and x". 
b) If r/ is the curvatureradius at some point of a cercle with radius 
e : {xJD(x, x'") = e }, then 
e' e < e implies 1-n <- < 1 +11 
e 
and 
e' < 8 implies the same. 
We omit the proof of the first well known part a). 
Proof: Let W1 be a Riemannian surface with the same pointset as 
W but with distance function 
DJ.(x, x')=AD(x, x'), A>O. 
A pointset which is a circle with radius e with respect to W is also a circle 
but with radius (!A with respect to W1 and vice versa. Also the curvature 
radius of a curve in WJ. is A times the curvature radius of the same point-
set in W. 
Consider all circles which pass through a point x"' and have a given 
tangent there. In particular consider in the surface W.~ the circles with 
radius f!J. and curvature radius e~ at x"' for which f!A < l. 
As the circular disc {xJDJ.(x, x'") < 1} in WJ. tends to an euclidean disc 
for A -+ oo one has 
. e'A limJ.-+oo - = 1 for (!J. < 1 (}), 
Then there exists a constant A.o such that in W1 : 
e'J. 1-n < - < 1 +11 for A~ A0 and e4 < 1. (!J. 
Translating this into a statement concerning curvature radii in W1 = W 
we have in W: 
I 1 
1-n<g_<1+n in case A.oe.;;;;1 or e,;;;; 1 =e. q.e.d. (! Ao 
Now let u0 <Ut<U2 and let W=X(u1)-X(u2)-y be the compact 
Riemannian surface with metric taken from X. Also let O<n<O, 01, and 
let e>O be defined by applying lemma (5.4). Put s=10e1 =100e2• 
For any u obeying 1lt < u- 2e1 < u + 2e1 < u2 we define the following sets: 
V(u) = {xJx E X(u) and D(x, c(u)) ~ 2s1}. 
The closed set V(u) (') X(u)- V(u) which is on the boundary of V(u), 
may consist of several components. c261(u) is that component which also 
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bounds that component of X(u)- V(u) which has the (infinite) point y 
as limit point. 
Fig. 3 
We define: c.,(u)= V(u) n {xiD(x, c2.,(u)) =e1}. 
If x' E c2.,(u) then there exists a point x" in c(u) and a point X 111 in c2.,(u) 
(at minimal distance to x') with the properties 
D(x', x")=D(x', x'")=e1 
c.,(u) n {xiD(x, x") <e1}=void 
c.,(u) n {xiD(x, x'")<e1}=void. 
As x" and x"' are on different sides of c(u), this implies that c.,(u) has a 
tangent at x', common to the two tangents with respect to the cercles 
{xiD(x, x")=e1} and {xiD(x, x'")=e1}. These cercles both have radius e1 
and hence at x' the curvatureradius > (1-n)e1 according to lemma (5.5). 
It follows that also the curvature radius 1) of c.,(u) at any of its points is 
>(1-n)el. 
The simple closed curve c.,(u) can be approximated by a simple closed 
0""-curve c00(u) with the properties 
a) D(x, x') < e2 for any x E C00 ( u) and (then) some x' E c., ( u). 
b) The curvatureradius at any point of c00(u) is > (1- 2n)e1 > 0.9 e1 = 9e2• 
The set of points in X 2 at distances < 8e2 from C00(u) is completely con-
tained in V(u) and 0 00-"coordinates" in this set are: first this distance, 
with a minus sign for points on the same side as b of c00(u); and second 
the uniquely determined footpoint of the shortest geodesic connecting 
the point with c00(u). 
We now define for all x on the other side of c""(u) in comparison with b: 
v(x)=u+D{x, c""(u)} 
1 ) It may happen that c.,_(u) is not twice differentiable for some value u0 of u. 
If some neighborhood of u 0 on the curve lies between two curves with curvature 
radius > (I - 1J) e1 and tangent to the given curve at u0, then we express this by 
saying "The curvature radius of c.,(u) is > (1 -'I]) e1 at Uo" although C61(u) does 
not have a curvature radius at Uo· 
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and restrict the definition to those points where the value obeys 
u.;;;v.;;;u+ 882• 
The interval u + 82 .;;; v.;;; u + 7 82 will be called a good interval. The intervals 
u.;;; v.;;; u + 82 and u + 7 82 .;;; v.;;; u + 882 are mixed. In X1 good and mixed 
intervals are represented by rings each bounded by two differentiable 
circles. 
We now apply this construction to a set of values of u between u1 and u2 
at distances equal to 8 from each other. Assuming u2-u1 sufficiently large 
we obtain in this way a set of good v-intervals with total length [about 
1~0 (u2 -~) and with totallength]>O, Ol(u2-u1). 
Repeating this for an infinite set of mutually disjoint intervals u2 < u < u8 
etc., we get a set of good v-intervals with total length infinity. It is clear 
from the definition that on good as well as on mixed intervals condition c) 
of the main lemma holds. 
Now v(x) is still not defined on a set of (bad) rings in Xl' On each of 
these rings v(x) takes two different constant values on the two components 
of the boundary of the ring. In the ring v(x} is 0 00-entended with values 
that lie between these two constant values on its boundary. Also we 
choose v(x) = 0 in case r(x) > 0, 8. Then v(x) has the properties required 
in the main lemma and this lemma and theorem V are proved. 
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